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Abstract—The purpose of this paper is to present a comparison of different techniques for making statistical inference about a measurement system model. This comparison involves results when two main assumptions are made: 1) the unknowable behavior of the probability density function (pdf) $\varphi(\epsilon)$ of errors since the real measurement systems are always exposed to continuous perturbations of an unknown nature and 2) the assumption that, after some experimentation, one can obtain sufficient information that can be incorporated into the modeling as prior information. The first assumption leads us to propose the use of two approaches, which permit building hybrid algorithms; such approaches are the nonparametric bootstrap and the kernel methods. The second assumption makes possible the exploration of a Bayesian framework solution and Monte Carlo Markov chain auxiliary that is used to access the a posteriori pdf of the measurement. For both assumptions over $\varphi(\epsilon)$ and the model, different classical criteria can be used; one also uses an extension of a recent criterion of entropy minimization. The entropy criterion is constructed on the basis of a symmetrized kernel estimate $\hat{\varphi}_{m,A}(\epsilon)$ of $\varphi(\epsilon)$. Finally, a comparison between results obtained with the different schemes proposed by De la Rosa is presented.

Index Terms—Bootstrap, indirect measurement, Monte Carlo Markov chain (MCMC), nonlinear regression, nonparametric probability density function (pdf) estimation, robust estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The uncertainty characterization of a model is a whole complex problem that depends, among other characteristics, on the degrees of freedom of such a model, its behavior, and its structure. The case of nonlinear modeling is a special case treated by the Department of Measurement (recently renamed Department of Signal Processing and Electronics), École Supérieure d’Électricité (SUPÉLEC) [18], to deal with some problems in an indirect measurement framework (e.g., instrumentation). Tackling inverse problems according to a statistical point of view permits the proposed methods to take advantage of the diversity and different characteristics of the collected data and all information about the collection procedure. According to previous conditions, one will have more or less information about the whole measurement system, and then, different considerations can be taken according to the model structure.

Minimum of information: In cases where limited information is available, the most natural proposition is to take a small number of hypotheses and take advantage of all the information contained in the data itself using methods such as the bootstrap (parametric or nonparametric) [15]–[17], [19]–[22], [38], [39], the kernel methods or nonparametric estimation [6]–[9], and all the related methods [1], [11]–[14], [27], [28], [36] (see also some of the work of Parzen–Rosenblatt dating back to 1968).

Well-known information: In other cases, one may dispose of sufficient but well-known information, and if the complexity of the modeling problem can be bounded, the modeling problem can be summarized using classical parametric methods, which could lead to analytical models [2]–[4], even if, for practical problems, the models are more complex than they seem.

Maximum of information: This last case describes ideal conditions that any researcher would like to reach, even if these conditions can be attained only after some experience with the modeling considerations and with the treated data. In recent years, this way of tackling problems points toward the use of Bayesian methods or even ideas about data fusion. When modeling deals with complex problems but there is a maximum of information, and the problem is studied in a Bayesian framework, then Monte Carlo procedures known as Monte Carlo Markov chains (MCMCs) [32] provide a set of tools to obtain practical solutions of the proposed models [9], [10].

The purpose of using Monte Carlo simulations such as bootstrap or MCMC is to obtain the empirical probability density function (pdf) [31], which, in general, will lead to establishing different statistics about the treated data and, more specifically, about the measurements of interest. The measurement modeling has been considered in various works [2]–[10]. The principal contribution of this paper is presented in the following, where a comparison of the different schemes for estimation and uncertainty characterization proposed here is presented.

Measurement systems are formalized by two equations [4], [5], [10]:

1) Observation equation, which is described by the classical nonlinear regression model

$$y = f(x, \theta) + e$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)